
The reference electrode is designed to maintain a constant
potential at any given temperature, and serves to complete the
pH measuring circuit within the solution.

<    For every application up to 130 °C and 16 bar
<    Virtually maintenance-free
<    Highly accurate with pressurizable liquid electrolyte
<    Open hole, pellon or ceramic diaphragms

pH measurement is based on the use of a pH sensitive glass electrode, a reference electrode and a
temperature element to develops a potential proportional to the pH of the solution.pH

ORP is a potentiometric measurement of the oxidizing/reducing power of a liquid. An ORP measuring
electrode is similar to a pH measuring electrode, except it is normally constructed of an noble metal
(Platinum or Gold).  

ORP

From a water treatment perspective, ORP measurements are used
often to control disinfection with chlorine and chlorine dioxide.

<    For every application up to 130 °C and 16 bar
<    Virtually maintenance-free
<    Highly accurate with pressurizable liquid electrolyte
<    Open hole, pellon or ceramic diaphragms

Monitoring a limit value or building a closed control circuit is easy with our sensors – in an enormous range of measuring
applications. The measured values are delivered in real time and can be flexibly connected to the various process
interfaces via bypass, immersion or installed fittings

Our product line provides a wide range of sensors for different measuring tasks. The field of application covers everything
from simpler water treatment tasks to industrial process waters with more stringent requirements in terms of
temperature, pressure, contamination tolerance and chemical resistance.

Sensor and Probes
pH, ORP, Electrical and Inductive Conductivity, Chlorine and
disinfectants, Dissolved Oxygen, Turbidity and Flow

The current path is defined by the sensor geometry, or cell
constant, which has units of 1/cm (length/area). 

<    From ultrapure water to high concentrated process media
<    Cost-efficient for water / wastewater applications
<    Conductive sensors for maintenance free applications

The conductive principle sees an alternating current applied between sensor poles and the resulting
current, dependent on the concentration of ions and on the length and area of the solution through
which the current flows, is measured. 

EC

The measure of this voltage and the cell constant give the right
value of conductivity of the fluid.

<    From ultrapure water to high concentrated process media
<    Cost-efficient for water / wastewater applications
<    Inductive sensors for maintenance free applications

The inductive principle sees the field coil of the sensor stimulated by a sinusoidal voltage. The current
field in the fluid, that depends on its conductivity, generates a voltage in the receiver coil of the sensor.IC

The substrate reacts by emitting initially a red light (luminescence), then returns to its initial
state. The intensity of the produced red light and the return rate to the initial state are
related to the present dissolved oxygen concentration.

<    Innovative method gives accurate measurements over time, eliminating system
calibration 

<    Maintenance required only every 2 years
<    Suitable for variety of applications including where measuring liquid is almost

stationary

Dissolved Oxygen measuring sensor comes with an integrated temperature probe. The measuring
technique is based on the following optical principle: a diode emits a blue light towards a support on which
a fluorescent substrate is applied. 

DO



According to Faraday’s Law the voltage induced by the magmeter is
proportional to the velocity of the conductor fluid. In the SFWE magmeter
the physical principle at work is electromagnetic induction.

<    Low cost solution with high flow system accuracy
<    No pressure drop making it ideal for gravity flows
<    Reduced dependence on flow, substances and film-forming media
<    Magmeter without moving parts for measurement of conductive and homogeneous dirty media

The paddle wheel sensor consists of a freely rotating wheel with magnets which is perpendicular to
the flow. As the magnets in the blades spin past the Hall sensor, a frequency and voltage signal which
is proportional to the flow rate is generated.FW

The sensor contains a platinum and a copper electrode. With the sample water
acting as the electrolyte, galvanic potential develops between the two
electrodes. With stable conditions of pH and water flow, the sensor current
increases proportionally to the free chlorine content.

<    Different membranes available to measure range of chlorine ions
<    Only 30 seconds to achieve an accurate reading
<    Reduced dependence on flow, substances and film-forming media 
<    Wide range of measure up to 200 ppm
<    Complete collection range of parameter measure as: Chlroine, Peracetic

acid, Ozone, Bromine, Peroxide 

The standard potentiostatic and amperometric probe
design consists of two electrodes (anode and cathode)
that measure a change in current caused by the chemical
reduction of hypochlorous acid at the cathode. The current
that flows because of this reduction is proportional to the
chlorine concentration.

CL PAA H2O2 O3 Br

Their dual pulsed light beam system compensates for drift from any optical
components, while digitized signals inside the probe body reduce the
possibility of electrical interference in the signal transmission.

<    Measurement is performed by using a 90° scattered light method
compliant with ISO 7027 / EN 27027

<    Medium is in direct contact with the sensors to make the unit virtually
independent from humidity and condensate water

<    No need to replace silica gel for easier and cheaper maintenance

Turbidity and Suspend Solid is the cloudiness of a fluid caused by large numbers of
individual particles.  SEKO’s probes are used to determine high and very high
concentrations of suspended solids up to 150 g/l. They offer reliable measurement thanks
to an infrared optical measurement at 880 nm.
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